MASKING - POUNCING - SIGN TOOLS
MACmark

®

Paint Mask - Grey
WIDTH
24”
30”
48”
60”

MASKING

Specialty grey transparent vinyl film designed for
paint mask applications. The adhesive is ultra
removable and the product is designed for easy
cutting on all brands of plotters. Product removes
cleanly from most substrates.

Paint Mask (Stencil Mask) - white or yellow
A specially formulated PVC facestock with removable adhesive.
Used for stencilling on flat or curved surfaces. Excellent for
removable vinyl letters. Available in white or yellow

1-9 YDS
3.95
5.00
6.95
----

10 YDS
3.65
4.60
6.60
----

55 YDS
3.35
4.00
6.10
7.60

(ROLL)
184.00
220.00
335.00
418.00

WIDTH

1 to 9 YDS.

10 YDS.

50 YDS. (ROLL)

24”
48”

3.95 yd.
7.65 yd.

3.55 yd.
6.85 yd.

6.20 yd.

3.15 yd. 157.50
309.75

ADHESIVE-BACK PAPER
Tufbak brand masking paper is a tough, latex impregnated paper with a creped paper liner, protect- 48” x 25 yd. Roll - 347.00
ing an aggressive adhesive. It is intended for painting signs and decorating vehicles. Also used as a
stencil by display shops for graphics on plastic signs. Ideal for those jobs where a small amount of Part Roll
15.75 per yd.
Premask is needed.

Stick down and Strip

Grifhold POUNCE WHEELS

Suction Cups
Metal Hook .53 ea.
1 3/4” diameter
clear plastic
with a metal
hook or a
thumb tack.

-#9, #10, #11. #12
Grifhold Mahlstick - #99
For artists and signpainters. It is made of
strong, light-weight aluminum and comes in 3
sections to fully extend 30".

Grifhold Yardstick Compass - #108
Fits most standard soft wood yardsticks. These
are designed to draw large circles with ease. -

Price 11.95 ea.

Thumb Tack .41 ea.

Blades for compass
#24F -Pkg/5
6.95 pkg.

di
wheel,
h l 21 teethh per iinch.
h
#9 1/4” diameter
#10 1/4 diameter wheel 15 teeth per inch
bevelled on both sides to the center
#11 1.4” diameter wheel 15 teeth per inch
bevelled on one side to follow a straight edge
#12 7/16” diam eter wheel 15 teeth per inch

#12A Grifhold Pounce Set
This set includes the #9, #10 and #12 Pounce
Wheel in a reusable plastic box.
Number 12A/PS -

1-99 - net
100 - less 10%
1000 - less 15%

Graphic Commerce Ltd.

23.95
Carry all your sign
tools in this sturdy
nylon pouch!

Your tools are always within easy
reach when you need them.

40

9.95 ea.

Each - 21.85

Ideal for adhering signs
to windows.
Quantity
discounts
for each:

Paint and Remove

SIGNBELT
Each -

18.95
Feb. 27, 2017

POUNCING

Layout and Cut

.

